Cleaner Air from Alternative-Fuel Vehicles
Utah Foundation and UCAIR Look at Incentives and Disincentives for Alternative-Fuel Vehicle Usage
(May 28, 2019) – Utah Foundation has partnered with the Utah Clean Air Partnership (UCAIR) to
study the incentives and disincentives around alternative-fuel vehicles in the context of improving
Utah’s air quality. Poor air quality is both a health issue and an economic challenge along the
Wasatch Front. One of the biggest drivers of poor air quality is automobile traffic – a problem that
could be alleviated by shifting to alternative fuel vehicles, among which electric vehicles now appear
to be the most promising solution.
The research objectives of the project include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Examining the national landscape for state-level tax incentives for alternative fuel vehicles
and determining how aggressive Utah’s incentives are compared to those in other states.
Identifying ways in which Utah may be discouraging alternative fuel vehicle use.
Examining incentive programs, with an eye toward usage rates and costs.
Reviewing current and past incentive programs in Utah.
Exploring possible Utah incentives for employers to provide the infrastructure (charging
stations, etc.) to encourage employees to purchase alternative-fuel vehicles.
Providing guidance to policymakers on ways to encourage shifts to alternative fuel vehicles
among private citizens, the public sector and businesses.

"Utah Foundation's survey work consistently shows air quality to be among the very top concerns of
Utahns," said Utah Foundation President Peter Reichard. "We are pleased UCAIR is supporting our
efforts to explore how we can make our state a national leader in encouraging lower emissions on
our roads."

The Utah Clean Air Partnership (UCAIR) is a statewide clean air partnership created to make it easier
for individuals, businesses and communities to make small changes to improve Utah’s air. Every small change adds to
a collective bigger step toward better health, a better economy, and better overall quality of life for all of us. Find out
more about how you can make a difference by visiting UCAIR.org.
Utah Foundation’s mission is to produce objective, thorough and well-reasoned research and analysis that promotes the
effective use of public resources, a thriving economy, a well-prepared workforce and a high quality of life for Utahns.
Utah Foundation seeks to help decision-makers and citizens understand and address complex issues. Utah
Foundation also offers constructive guidance to improve governmental policies, programs and structures.

Utah Foundation is an independent, nonpartisan, nonprofit research organization.
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